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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
02/18/15  

The path of least resistance remains down into FOMC statement  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -2.00, SILVER +5.70, PLATINUM -6.20  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,206.50,-$15.25 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
298,375 tons +2,600 tons Shanghai copper stocks +2,354 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets traded higher in overnight and early morning 
action, following yesterday's new record high close in the S&P 500, as well as confirmation that Greece would 
request a six-month loan extension. The Japanese Nikkei finished up better than 1% and into its highest level in 
eight years, supported in part by a strong showing in the US, optimism toward a Greece debt deal and supportive 
remarks from the Bank of Japan. That positive sentiment carried over into the early European trading hours, with 
all of the major indices in the green. An added lift came on upbeat UK labor market data and somewhat hawkish 
tone from the Bank of England meeting minutes where two members noted the potential for a rate hike this year. 
Of particular interest this morning is a European Central Bank non-monetary policy meeting to discuss the Greek 
debt situation. US equity markets were mostly flat during the initial morning as they consolidated yesterday's gain 
and turned focus to this morning's economic data on January housing starts and producer prices.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
The precious metals complex came under definitive liquidation pressure yesterday in the face of declining safe 
haven sentiment, which was really surprising considering that both Greek and Ukrainian geopolitical conditions 
this week have thrown off more rather than less uncertainty. Perhaps the metals trade remains convinced that 
both geopolitical events will ultimately be resolved without significant turmoil and given the reduction in Ukrainian 
fighting this morning the bear camp probably feels confident in more downside action ahead in gold and silver. 
With the market expecting to see a series of potentially important US scheduled data flows later this morning, 
Treasuries rushing to price in a June rate hike and the FOMC meeting minutes scheduled for release this 
afternoon, the bear camp is hopeful of pressure from hawkish interest rate sentiment. Another issue that should 
not be discounted from this week's bearish tilt is classic technical damage on the charts which in turn has put gold 
down to the lowest level since January 5th while silver prices have fallen down to the lowest level since January 
9th. So far, gold has not benefited from talk that wage negotiations are looming in South Africa in the weeks and 
months ahead. In short, the negative issues seem to outnumber the supportive issues, with positive US data 
potentially adding to the selling pressure from the anticipation of rising US interest rates.  
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PLATINUM  
While platinum managed to consolidate somewhat after the initial washout yesterday, the technical damage 
sustained was significant and the market this morning sits right on a fresh downside breakout point on the charts. 
Going forward, April Platinum might be expected to have a critical pivot point at $1,167. Not surprisingly, the 
March Palladium contract held up relatively better than platinum yesterday, but it will see critical support and a 
pivot point down at $776.25 this morning. In order to see the platinum market technically balanced probably 
requires a net spec and fund long position closer to 20,000 contracts. From the prior COT report to the lows on 
Tuesday April Platinum was down roughly $66 an ounce and therefore the spec and fund long positioning is 
probably coming down quickly! Unfortunately it appears as if the Dollar is set to firm, that US data is set to foster 
tightening talk and the trade just doesn't seem to be willing to embrace stronger physical demand hopes.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
Ongoing technical damage across the metals complex highlights ongoing bearish control. Historically a rising rate 
environment hasn't been kind to gold and metals in general and therefore we can't rule out a return to $1,175 in 
April gold and to $15.63 in March silver. In order to see value in gold, we need to see the COT positioning report 
in gold register a net spec and fund long below 100,000 contracts. Sell rallies of $5 to $10 looking for a downside 
extension in the coming trading sessions.  

 

.  

COPPER COMMENTARY  
02/18/15  

The bear camp retains control with downside potential 5 cents  

 

GENERAL: Some traders are bearish toward copper over the near-term 
because of the week long Chinese holiday. Furthermore, expectations of a near 
term rise in the Dollar, hawkish Fed dialogue and another noted rise in LME 
copper stocks leaves the fundamental case in the bear's camp. Therefore the 
path of least resistance in copper prices looks to remain down as stronger US 
data feeds rate hike fears, while weaker US data feeds slack demand 
expectations. Another negative development overnight was news that Indonesia might delay a copper 
concentrate export ban next year, because domestic miners might not be ready with processing facilities. We see 
little capacity to avoid a return to consolidation support down at $2.5325 in the May contract.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
Initial downside targeting in May Copper ahead is $2.5325 and then at $2.5265. If US equities slide and the Dollar 
rebounds, that could add further to the liquidation tilt. However, the downside in copper should be limited 
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considering the improving view toward the US economy and also because of a rather overextended non-
commercial and non-reportable net spec short positioning. To alter the downward tilt might require a close back 
above $2.6130.   

 

 

 
 

 

              2015 Commodity Trading Guide 
 

Features for 2015:  

 5 Trades for a Long-Term Bottom in Commodities 
 A Bottom in Feed Grains? 
 The Strength of US Beef & Pork Exports in the Face of High Prices 
 Global Gasoline and Diesel Demand Keep Pace with Crude Production 
 The Hunt for Individual Mobility 

 

                        Only $20 plus Shipping 
Order Here:  www.HightowerReport.com 
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